
 

 

 
Official Production Rider for 

 
 

Ryan Shupe  
& the RubberBand 

 

This rider is attached hereto and made part of the contract dated august 9th,2010
 _______________ by and between Ryan Shupe & the RubberBand, LLC., f/s/o Ryan Shupe & 
the RubberBand (hereinafter referred to as  “Artist”) and BYU IDaho _____________(hereinafter 
referred to as “BUYER”) for the engagement on__Wednesday___Sept 8th, 
2010_____________________.  
 
The purpose and intent of this rider is not to make life miserable for the BUYER, but rather to spell out 
in as specific detail as possible those items and services that the ARTIST feels important to make this 
event as successful as possible, benefiting the BUYER, ARTIST, and the audience.  Please read the 
entire rider upon receipt.  Direct any questions or suggestions to: 
 
 
MANAGEMENT    BOOKING AGENCY              TOUR MANAGER 

Mike Robertson Mgmt  New Frontier Touring  Will Davies 
1227 17

th
 Ave., South   1921 Broadway    801-558-4499   

Nashville, TN  37212   Nashville, TN  37203              w_davies@yahoo.com 
615 329-4199    615 321-6152      
615 329-3923 fax    615 321-3811 fax    
Contact: Mike Robertson   Contact: Logan Bosemer  
mike@MRMmusic.com   logan@newfrontiertouring.com 
      
 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT   PUBLICITY   

Steven K. Hortin, CPA   801-360-1235 
Jamestown Square    Contact: Krista Maurer 
3325 North University Avenue, Suite 150  kristaqm@gmail.com 
Provo, UT 84604      
801 374-8740      
801 373-3699 fax      
stevecpa@hortin.com    
  

 

 

This production rider (dated 3/11/12) overrides all previous information.  Please 
read, sign and return a copy of this rider along with the performance 
agreement.  If you have any questions, please contact Ryan Shupe & the 
RubberBand’s representative as soon as possible. 



 

 

 

Stage Plot and Input List for Ryan Shupe & the RubberBand 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  RS&RB will provide their own In-Ear Monitor system consisting of an on-stage mixer, 10’ splitter 

snake, and wireless transmitters. All inputs must be patched into RS&RB’s splitter snake.  RS&RB will mix their own 

monitors from stage and will not use wedges. -  see page 6 for more information about monitors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tilby 
-Bass 
-Backing vocals 
-Crossfire Banjo 

Craig 
-Banjo 
-Mandolin 
-Acoustic Guitar 
-Electric Guitar 
-Bouzouki 
-Backing vocals 

 Drum mics 1-10 

  
Nate 
Drums 
-Vocals 

 

 
 RS&RB’s splitter snake head (all 
inputs go here first) 

 

 

 
F.O.H. main snake head 

Roger 
-Acoustic Guitar 
-Backing vocals 
-Devil 

  Ryan 
-Lead Vocal 
-Fiddle 
-Mandolin 
-Acoustic Guitar 
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Input List 
# Input Description Notes, inserts Equipment needed 
1 Kick Drum Insert compressor/gate short boom stand 

2 Snare Insert compressor/gate short tripod boom stand 

3 Conga Mini conga on snare stand SM 57 or similar, short tripod boom stand 

4 High Hat  short tripod boom stand 

5 Rack Tom 1 Insert gate NA 

6 Floor Tom Insert gate NA 

7 Overhead – Left  *RSRB provided RODE NT4 Stereo Mic 

8 Overhead – Right  (only 1 heavy base boom stand is needed) 

9 Roger’s Acoustic Guitar  XLR 

10 Ryan’s Instruments (all one line)  XLR 

11 Tilby’s Bass (all one line) DI Box provided (passive) XLR 

12 Craig’s Instruments (all one line) DI Box provided (passive) XLR 

13 Roger’s Vocal Insert compressor tripod boom stand 

14 Ryan’s Vocal Insert compressor tripod boom stand 

15 Tilby’s Vocal Insert compressor tripod boom stand 

16 Craig’s Vocal Insert compressor tripod boom stand 

17 Snare Bottom Insert Gate short tripod boom stand 

18 Rack Tom 2 Insert gate NA 

19 Cajon  Insert compressor Short Tripod Boom, condenser 

20   XLR 

21 Tracks (video)  NA 

22 Tracks (video)  NA 



 

 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
General Notes 
1. PLEASE NOTE: Any substitutions or omissions to technical requirements set forth herein must be approved 

by Ryan Shupe & the Rubber Band (referred to in contract as RS&RB).  Requirements for festival settings 
will vary from below.  All changes to this rider but be approved by RS&RB’s road manager. 

2. RS&RB requires 60 minutes of load in and set-up time plus 60 minutes for sound check, assuming there are 
no technical problems and all the requested gear is available and working properly.  

3. RS&RB travels with a FOH Engineer.  However, a house technician must be available at load in, set-up 
and sound check as well as during the performance.  He / She must be knowledgeable about the design, 
set-up and wiring of the house systems.   

4. Two or more local stagehands are requested to help load in and load out RS&RB’s equipment.   

5. The channels on the FOH mixing desk used by RS&RB must not be altered after sound check until after the 
RS&RB performance. 

6. The stage, backstage area, and FOH position including all the equipment shall be secure and safe from 
access by the general public or other unauthorized persons. 

  

Staging 
1. SIZE: RS&RB requires a minimum 32’x20’ stage area.   

2. HEIGHT: The height of the stage should be between 18” and 36” depending on the venue seating style.   

3. DRUM RISER: A sturdy 8’x8’x18” drum riser with carpet is required at the upstage center position.  (See 
the Stage Plot on the previous page for general layout).   

4. SPEAKER LOCATION: In no case shall the FOH speakers encroach on the 32’x20’ stage area.  If 
necessary, the FOH speakers should be placed on separate 4x8 risers, scaffold, or be flown above stage 
left and stage right with proper rigging and support.  Audience sight lines are not to be blocked by FOH 
speaker placement. 

5. The stage and drum risers must be sturdy, flat, clean and free of hazardous or unsightly conditions. 

6. If the stage is higher than 18”, there must be stairs or a ramp with a handrail near the rear of the stage for 
easy access.   

7. The stage and riser must be completely assembled, in position, and cleared of all items not associated with 
the performance before RS&RB arrives. 

8. If the stage is to be outside, it must be covered and protected from direct sunlight and rain before equipment 
load in.  The covering must not be less than 12’ above the surface of the stage and should cover the entire 
stage area.  An adequate supply of tarps or visqueen should be on hand to cover equipment in case of rain. 

  

Temporary Risers 
1. If temporary risers are to be used for the stage, they must be level, stable and secure.   
2. Care must be taken to insure that the deck panels are even with each other and as solid and secure as 

possible. 
3. Risers must be connected together and supported such that they do not drift apart or change height during 

aggressive use. 
4. If risers are to be set up on grass or any other soft ground surface, it will be necessary to support each of 

the riser feet with 12” square plywood to prevent sinking.   
5. The diagram below shows the recommended configuration using twenty-four (24) 4’x8’ risers.  (Shown in 

the diagram are twenty (20) stage risers, two (2) 18” high drum risers, two (2) speaker wings, and two (2) 
sets of stairs.)  

    

    

    

    

    

 

 

  

    



 

 

                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Backstage Area 
1. The backstage area must be secure, private, and easily accessible from the stage.   

2. There must be adequate storage room for instrument and equipment cases. 

3. A clean restroom with a toilet, toilet paper, hot and cold running water, hand soap, paper towels and/or hand 
towels and a mirror must be accessible to RS&RB and their crew before, during and after the performance.  

4. See ‘Hospitality’ section on page 9 for more information regarding the ‘Greenroom’ requests and 
requirements. 

 
Power Requirements 
1. STAGE POWER: RS&RB requires one (1) dedicated GFCI protected 20-amp circuit with necessary 

extensions to reach various parts of the stage (See Stage Plot for power drop locations).  This circuit should 
be for dedicated stage use, and should not be shared with any PA components or lighting, etc.  Circuit 
should be free of ground plane potential difference noise issues. 

2. Power must be provided by a professional power distribution system.   Presence of an electrician may be 
necessary. 

3. Sound System Power: Varies, but must be adequate for PA size and show volume, and be free of any 
voltage between ground and neutral legs.  Consult the sound system provider. 

4. Lighting Power: Varies, but must be adequate for system size and usage.  Consult the lighting system 
provider. 

 
 
SOUND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
General Notes 
1. Sound system must be set up and checked to verify that everything is working properly before RS&RB 

arrives.  It is also requested that all XLR cables be run from their respective positions on stage to the main 
FOH snake head and patched into their respective channels as shown on the input list.  Experience has 
show that this is the quickest and easiest way to expedite the set up process.  

2. All sound system components must be in good working condition. 

3. All speakers must have the appropriate “factory” crossover settings programmed, and tunings. RS&RB 
engineer must have full access to all crossover, compressor & EQ settings and controls.  

4. If RS&RB is providing the sound system, purchaser must contact RS&RB Technical Team to discuss 
electrical, rigging and load-in requirements. 

 
Racks and Stacks (Amps and Speakers) 
1. The speaker system provided must be a professional, high quality 3 or 4-way system.   System must include 

a high quality variable crossover or loudspeaker processor/controller and adequate sub woofer cabinets. 

2. It is highly recommended that the system also include supplemental front fill speakers to cover the center 
area for the first few rows of the audience. 

3. For large audience areas, a line array system and/or time compensated delay speakers should be used to 
cover the distance more evenly. 

4. The sound system must be capable of providing clear, undistorted, evenly distributed sound throughout the 
venue and must be able to sustain live musical program of frequencies from 20 Hz to 20 kHz (+ or - 3dB) at 
mean level of 100 dB and handle peak levels of 110 dB, measured (C weighting) from FOH mix position. 
Speakers must be professional, high quality and must be matching or complimentary. (Electro-Voice XLC, 
L’Acoustics, EAW 760, JBL, Meyer, SLS, EV, Renkus-Heinz or comparable units.) 

5. The power amplifiers must be of a professional, high quality having adequate power to allow each speaker     
to receive full rated power. (Lab Gruppen, EV P. series, Crown, QSC, or comparable units.) 



 

 

 
FOH Mix Position  
1. The FOH mixing position shall be located at an acoustically beneficial location in the venue. Usually this is 

about 1/2 to 2/3 of the way to the back of the audience area near the centerline of the stage.   

2. There must be adequate illumination of the mixing desk and the outboard gear during set-up, sound check 
and performance.  

3. The FOH engineer needs to have eye contact with all the musicians on stage.  Therefore, it may be 
necessary to raise the entire mixing position 12” to 18” with a riser or two. 

 
FOH Mixing Console 
1. The FOH mixing console must be of a professional brand designed for high quality live sound applications 

(Yamaha PM5D, Midas Heritage, Yamaha PM, Soundcraft consoles or better).   The console must be in 
good working condition (no visible grim or dirt, and working channels with clean pots). Artist carries settings 
for most digital consoles please contact road manager for the artists file. 

2. The FOH mixing console must have a minimum of 32 mono channels and 4 stereo channel. 

3. Console must also have PFL metering functionality and subgroups and/or VCA’s.  There also must be 
additional outputs for optional recording. 

 
FOH Outboard Rack 
1. The FOH rack must be positioned adjacent to the FOH console and must be accessible to the engineer 

during sound check and performance  

2. The FOH rack must be equipped with the following equipment in good working condition:                                                                              

a. Six (6) Compressor channels (dbx or comparable) 

b. Four (4) Gate channels (dbx or comparable) 

c. Two (2) Reverb units (Yamaha SPX 90, T.C. Electronics or comparable) 

d. One (1) Delay unit with tap tempo functionality (Yamaha, TC or equal) 

e. One (1) Multi-effects unit capable of pitch shifting. (Yamaha, TC or equal) 

f. Two (2) 1/3 octave (31 band) Graphic EQs for FOH mix (KT, XTA or better) 

g. One (1) CD player for pre/post-show and/or intermission music playback. 

h. All necessary cables for patching all of the above to the FOH console. 

• Note that in the case of a approved digital console an outboard rack isn’t necessary 

 
Monitors 
a. RS&RB PROVIDES THEIR OWN IN-EAR MONITOR SYSTEM.  This system consists of the following:  

  
  Rack-mount mixer 
  A ten foot (10’) passive XLR splitter snake 
  Four (4) Sennhieser EW300IEM-G2 wireless monitor systems 
  One (1) custom hard-wired stereo monitor system 
 

b. All inputs must be routed first to RS&RB’s splitter head as shown on the stage plot.  One tail goes to 
the In-ear-monitor system and another tail will go to the FOH snake.  Or, if there is an extra set of tails 
available from a house splitter which contains all of RS&RB’s channels, it can be used to deliver XLRs to 
RS&RB’s splitter head.  If patching in the splitter snake early would be helpful, please contact RS&RB’s 
technical team to discuss early arrival. 

c. RS&RB will not use wedge monitors.  If there are wedges present, they should be removed.  

d. RS&RB will mix their own monitors from on stage.  Once the splitter snake is patched in, there will be no 
need for a monitor engineer. 

 

On-Stage 
The following equipment is required on stage: 

a. 32-channel XLR snake routed and patched to FOH console.   
*All channels must terminate on stage at the same place within 10’ proximity to RS&RB’s in-ear monitor 
rig.  Refer to the Stage Plot and the section above entitled Monitors for more info. 

b. 12-channel sub snake. To be ran from the RS&RB splitter around stage to the Tilby microphone stand. 
*Note that in no case will mic cables be ran direct form drum riser to the front line. 



 

 

c. Four (4) AC power drops as shown on stage plot 

d. Mics and mic stands as noted on the input list 

e. Thirty (30) or more high quality XLR mic cables in good repair (of various lengths 15’ to 30’).   
*All XLR cables should be run from their respective positions on stage to the main FOH snake head and 
patched into their respective channels on the FOH snake head as shown on the input list before RS&RB 
arrives.  When RS&RB arrives, the XLRs will be carefully re-patched, one by one, into RS&RB’s splitter 
head and replaced with the fan tail of RS&RB’s splitter snake.  Experience has show that this is the 
quickest and easiest way to get RS&RB up and running. 

f. Three (3) or more adjustable fans are requested.  (2 downstage left and right, one on the drum riser 
 

BACKLINE 
 

Drum kit 
Drums are sometimes provided by RS&RB. However, in most cases, RS&RB will need to request that the 
purchaser provide drums, and hardware as noted below.  Contact RS&RB as soon as possible to discuss the 
necessity of a backline drum kit.  

 
Drum kit specifications (if necessary)  
All Drum kit components must be of high quality and in good working condition. 

a. Drums – DW, Yamaha Maple Customs, or similar required.  Drums should be supplied with new heads.  

a. Kick drum: 20-22” diameter with muffle pad 

b. Snare drum: 14” 

c. Rack tom #1 

d. Rack tom #2 

e. Floor tom 

b. Cymbals – Nate normally travels with his own cymbals.  Please verify this with RS&RB.  If in doubt, provide 
cymbals as follows: 

a. Zildjan 20” ride 

b. Zildjan crash #1: 16” 

c. Zildjan crash #2: 14 - 17” 

d. Zildjan 14” high hats 

e. 8” or 10” splash (if available) 

f. 18” or 20” China (if available) 

c. Hardware 

a. High hat stand with clutch 

b. Two (2) Snare stands (one is for a mini conga) 

c. Four (4) heavy duty cymbal stands 

d. Rack tom mounts - cymbal stand mounts preferred 

e. Floor tom legs 

f. Drum throne - adjustable 

g. Kick drum pedal – (double pedal if available) 
 

Bass and Guitar amps  
No instrument amps are required 
 

Video Requirements: 
Provider must supply a professional grade video system package to include at least one video production 
technician to set up, operate and strike. Video System must include: 
a)  Two screens 10.5 x 14 or bigger depending on the size of venue and audience size. Rear and front 

projected screen fabric must be available. (Screens must be visible by majority of audience from all 
angles at all times.) Consult RSRB production manager for placement options upon arrival. 

b)  Two professional high output LCD or DLP projectors. 10k lumens or higher. This would be dependent 
on screen size and/or time of day if show is outdoors. (5k projectors acceptable for smaller indoor 
shows) Projectors should be rear projected or flown front projection, no ground stacked front projection 
is acceptable. 



 

 

c)  At least 2 professional studio configured cameras, and experienced operators. (No Camcorders!) With 
tripods and enough cable to reach both camera positions. 

(1)  Camera 1 will be positioned in the center of house on a riser at least 24 inches high. 
(Supplied by promoter). Must have an adequate lens and zoom for tight head shots on 
all artists from center position. 

(2)  Camera 2 will be positioned either right side of house on a riser, or on the ground in 
front of stage left on a dolly with ability to move to other side of stage. 

d)  System must also include one high quality video switcher, capable of seamless switching between 
cameras, DVD player and laptop computer connection. (No smart fades or octoplexes please.) 

e)  One DVD player with ability to set cue points. 
f)  Adequate recording equipment will be required to make 2 DVD program recordings of each show. If 

DVD copies are unavailable then one copy of show in DVCAM or miniDV format is preferred. All copies 
of show will be handed to RSRB production manager immediately after show. 

g)  System package must have all Distribution Amplifiers, Scalers, cables and any other equipment needed 
to make the show look and run to the best of its abilities. 

-Please contact the RSRB production manager with any question, concerns or suggestions. 

 
 

LIGHTING 
  Please refer to the sample lighting plot on the following page for hanging and focus positions.  As a 
general guideline, RS&RB requests that lighting production be as substantial as possible.  The purchaser should 
ensure that the performance lighting looks as good as possible within the given budget and/or venue 
parameters.  RS&RB may provide a lighting director for the performance.   
*Please contact RS&RB’s Technical Team to discuss specifics in this area. 

 

Minimum Requirements: 
a. Qualified lighting designer/operator available during setup and performance.  RS&RB will provide a basic 

cue sheet/suggestions with mood and tempo for the set list of the show. Clear-com between Lighting, Stage, 
and RS&RB FOH engineer is necessary. 

b. If RS&RB provides a lighting director, a qualified master electrician/system tech needs to be available during 
setup and performance 

c. Twelve (12) cans front lighting of 2-4 colors, to adequately wash the stage, mounted on electrics, truss or 
trees, as the venue allows.  

d. Twelve (12) cans back lighting of 2-4 colors, to adequately wash the stage, mounted on electrics, truss or 
trees, as the venue allows. 

e. Control board with 24 or more submasters and bump buttons (ETC, Hog, Grand MA, etc.) 

f. Dimmers for all lighting instruments 

g. Quick control of house lights at console location or a WIRED intercom system from the lighting console to 
house light operator 

h. Color suggestions:   
 Red (Rosco 26 or similar) 
 Blue (Rosco 80 or similar) 
 Amber (Rosco 21 or similar) 
 N/C (White) 

Lighting Suggestions: 
a. See sample lighting plot on following page for hanging ideas.   

b. Specials focused on the 5 general positions of the band members.  Front, top or back 

c. One (1) or two (2) follow spot with operators capable of following band members into audience and a 
WIRED intercom system from the lighting console to each spotlight 

d. 2 PAR can on floor stand at the drum riser (1 dimmer) No Color 

e. 1 PAR can on floor at Roger’s mic (SR vocal mic) Red (Rosco 26 or similar) 

f. Scenes or mood changes for at least 3 or 4 different looks (high energy, ballad, interactive, drum solo 
feature, etc.) 

g. Moving Lights (with adequate control console) 

h. Hazer with Fan (DF50 or similar) 

i. Gobos (star busrt, breakup patterns) 

j. Strobes 



 

 

k. Sidelight 

l. Audience Blinders (9 lights, molefays, etc) 

m. Additional colors (Pink, Green, Fuscia, etc) 

NON-TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
 

HOSPITALITY 
 

Greenroom 
A quiet, comfortable greenroom (or greenroom area) is requested for use before and after the performance.  
This room or area must be secure and private.  RS&RB requests that the following be present in the greenroom 
upon arrival: 

• Comfortable seating for eight (8) or more people including two 8’ tables. 

• 24 bottles of ice cold, non-carbonated drinking water (Figi or Arrowhead brands preferred) 
(No dasani, or aquafina water please) 

• 12 pack of assorted Coca Cola, 12 Propel Water / Gatorade assorted favors.  

• Finger Sandwiches should be ready at the time of load in and sound check. Miscellaneous food items 
such as a tray of assorted fresh fruit and/or vegetables with dip, chips and salsa, etc 

• 1 gallon 1% milk (cold) 4 boxes of cereal (Oatmeal crisp (2), Cocoa Puffs, Apple Jacks) 

• If no dinner is then provided for by client a Buyout or other dinner options must be discussed and 
approved by RSRB in advance. 

• A clean restroom with a toilet, toilet paper, hot and cold running water, hand soap, paper towels, and a 
mirror. 

• Twelve (12) clean hand towels 

• 4 - Duracell AA batteries (new) 

 
Personnel 
a. Host - It is requested that, upon their arrival, RS&RB be greeted by a “host” or “liaison” who can: 

• Make proper introductions to key staff members  

• Provide needed materials such as laminates, wristbands, parking passes, meal tickets, info packets, 
etc.  

• Show RS&RB to the stage, merchandise area, and greenroom,  

• Answer any questions pertaining to the facilities, local surroundings, etc.  
b. Stage Manager - It is also requested that, when possible and appropriate, a Stage Manager be on duty 
before and during the performance to move things along and keep all performers informed of times (i.e. – “5 
minutes till doors open”, . . . “10 minutes till show time”, . . . “10 minutes to end of set”, etc.) This is especially 
important for multi-act or festival style shows. 
c. Loaders/stagehands – Two or more friendly (and sober) local stagehands are requested to help load in 
and load out RS&RB’s equipment. 

 

Lodging 
If the purchaser is providing lodging, a separate bed shall be provided for each band member and crew member 
(six to ten people).  All rooms must be NON-SMOKING. Please contact RS&RB representative to determine 
the exact number of rooms/beds needed.  

 
MERCHANDIZING 
RS& RB sells CD’s and T-shirts immediately after their performance. It is required that two (2) or more friendly 
volunteers or venue staff members be available to assist with merchandise sales prior to, during, and 
immediately after the performance(s). Venue shall provide any compensation to the merchandise volunteers.  
Five (5) new Sharpies brand markers are needed for autograph signing set lists, etc.   

For any questions regarding merchandise, contact RS&RB’s Merchandise Supervisor, Roger Archibald 
(Ph: 801.360.1240 email: roger@shupe.net). 

 
Merchandise area 
RS&RB requires an area designated for merchandise sales. The merchandise sales area must be: 

a. Available to RS&RB crew and/or merchandise volunteers at least one hour prior to the performance 



 

 

b. Highly visible and readily accessible to audience members. Location must be approved by RS&RB. 

c. Large enough to accommodate a gathering of people purchasing merchandise and obtaining autographs. 

d. Equipped with adequate lighting. 

e. Equipped with three or more 8’ rectangular tables with tablecloths. 

 
 



 

 

RYAN SHUPE AND THE RUBBERBAND RIDER:  SIGNATURES 
 
The purchaser hereby acknowledges that he/she has read and understood this rider and 
agrees to meet all requirements as set forth herein. 



 

 

 
The purchaser acknowledges receipt of all nine (10) pages (including this one) of the rider. 
 
The purchaser further acknowledges that pertinent information has been distributed to 
appropriate subcontractors: sound company, lighting company, staging company, hospitality 
director, travel agencies, etc. 
 
If any of the requirements set forth in this rider are not met, RS&RB reserves the right to 
refuse performance and receive full compensation.   
 
 
 
 
 
Signature of Purchaser:______________________________________________ 
 
Date: ____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

---End of Document--- 


